Introduction "She's wearing a red bow! No, a pink bow! No, blue!" Joey barely contains his excitement as he describes his visual image of "Lady Lovely Locks," princess of a magical kingdom. This 17-year-old boy was obsessed with a children's story that he brought to music therapy with an enthusiasm rarely seen outside of sessions.
Joey has numerous developmental delays as well as emotional handicaps triggered by, among other things, sexual abuse. He was seen by a team of music therapists: Alan Turry, as primary thera pist creating the music, and Michele Schnur Ritholz, collaborating as co-therapist. This case study illustrates how his story was used in treatment and focuses on the clinical issues encountered on our journey with him. The study is organized into three phases of the treatment process, which took place during one year of individual music therapy at the Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy Clinic at New York University.
History
At 18 months of age, Joey, an only child, was not achieving the average milestones in terms of physical growth. At age 2, he was still not using words. Concerned about this, his mother brought him to both speech and occupational therapists. This was the first in a long line of consultations with helping professionals. When Joey was 3, two events occurred that compounded his already difficult development: his parents divorced, and he moved with his mother from the suburbs to a large city. Understandably, these events had a great effect on his emotional state. His mother described him as being difficult to manage at that time due to extreme hyperactivity. Behavior therapy was initiated to increase his cooperation and listening skills.
Joey was developing his strengths slowly. He had a great love of art and music. His mother used songs to encourage language and, from an early age, Joey had displayed an ability to memorize melodies and learn complete songs. He was a lively child, very interested in people, and willing to explore new things without hesitation. Books were also a fascination for him, and he enjoyed having stories told to him. He often created his own tales that seemed to reflect events in his life.
During his years in elementary school, Joey was moved from school to school in an effort to best place him. Understanding how to proceed with his education was not easy: He presented a complex picture. He functioned well in some areas but was quite delayed in others. An array of physical and neurological disabili ties became more evident, including difficulties in coordination, balance, and motor tasks. Testing revealed moderate intellectual impairment, deficits in language processing, distractibility, and problems with articulation.
He continued therapy in various forms. During treatment with a psychologist when he was 10 years old, Joey revealed that he had been sexually abused by his paternal grandfather. This was expressed indirectly by Joey during psychological testing, in drawings, and in play therapy, where he re-enacted the events that took place in the grandfather's home. Allegedly, Joey had been taken to the basement by the grandfather who had gained Joey's compliance by threatening to put him in the washer and dryer. These events were never admitted by the grandfather.
Joey's mother had tried to work through the issues with the family members involved. Her desperate concern was that he get beyond his past traumas and move on with his life. This was not addressed to her satisfaction until he was seen in a program for abused adolescents at the age of 12.This led to work in art therapy and drama therapy.
At the time of the music therapy sessions, Joey was living with his mother and her boyfriend, and he looked forward to seeing his natural father on weekends. He was attending a special school in a self-contained life-skills class, where he tended to isolate himself from peers. This was thought to be due more to emotional issues rather than intellectual deficits. At school he participated in speech, language, and occupational therapies. In addition, he attended counseling sessions twice weekly, where the focus was on activities of daily living and problem solving. His counselor noted that he was quite stubborn and displayed perseveration in childish games that he initiated; he was more interested in activi ties suitable for a small child than for a teen-ager.
Group Music Therapy Joey was nearly 17 years old when he began attending the Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy Clinic. His mother had inquired into the possibility of music therapy because she felt strongly about its potential to engage Joey. He was placed in a group with two other boys to encourage his relationships with peers.
During initial group music therapy sessions' it was immedi ately evident that a major strength for Joey was his deep connecTheseinitial sessions were conducted with Alan Turry and Laura Beer,another music therapist at the Nordoff-Robbins Music Therapy Clinic. tion to music. Though his history and testing revealed deficits in many areas, in music therapy he was a very engaging boy who displayed musical intelligence and a sense of humor that was quite surprising at times. He had a very strong sense of rhythm and a keen memory for melodic phrases. He responded joyfully and easily got excited when he played rhythms in synchrony with the therapist. However, his playing could become impulsive, and his excitement could lead to a loss of control.
Audio Excerpt #I: Group Therapy Drumming
In the first audio excerpt (Side B of the accompanying tape), Joey plays the drum as Alan improvises for the group. The drumming is forceful, louder than the other members. After imitating Alan's rhythmic idea, Joey accelerates and loses his connection with the pulse of the music.
Although at times Joey's exuberance was a positive force in the group, his activity was directed toward the therapists. It was difficult for him to initiate social contact with his peers. He got very insistent in trying to control events in the sessions and became rigidly attached to activities or objectssuch as the con stant use of a particular drum. He also had difficulty staying with a quiet thoughtful mood.
In one session, when Joey sat quietly listening to slow lyrical music that was improvised, he responded by being still, calm, apparently thoughtful. This was an obvious contrast to his typical behavior. When this information was shared with his mother, she felt this emotionally laden music was accurately reflecting his deep inner hurt and encouraged us to continue this musical approach with him. She urged us to consider individual music therapy sessions for him. The staff agreed that Joey should begin individual work as well as continue to attend group sessions.
Individual Music Therapy Joey began individual music therapy in September of his sec ond year as a client at the Clinic. The early course of his individual treatment was largely determined by his insistence on sharing his favorite story with his individual therapists, Alan Turry and Michele Schnur Ritholz. As his therapists, we felt it important to work with his fantasy so he would know that his ideas were not merely accepted but also that their significance to him was ac knowledged. Psychotherapists Mills and Crowley (1974) write that fantasy has "its important and diversified uses, both as a source of fun and a mirror of the child's inner life process. Hidden fears can be expressed, unspoken desires depicted, and problems acted out, all through fantasy" (pp. 38-39).
We saw Joey's initial fantasy as having musical and clinical potential beyond its original form. His love of music gave us the opportunity to focus on the music in the therapy process and, through it, the development of a co-active, co-creative relation ship. We sensed that incorporating his story in music therapy could serve as an opportunity to cultivate his verbal capabilities, imagination, musical sensitivities, and emotional life.
Nordoff and Robbins (1971) describe music's ability to "lead or accompany the psyche through all conditions of inner experi ence" (p.15) and emphasize that, for creative music therapists, all the compositional styles evolved during the last seven centuries, all the folk music, the idioms, the elements of music, the very notes themselves--even the smallest expressive and structural components become significant in countless, undreamed-of ways. (P. 142) In Joey's treatment, elements such asmelodic and harmonic struc ture, rhythmic style, tempo, modes, and phrasing were used both intuitively and deliberately as clinical tools. Themes and songs were either created as complete forms or evolved over time. They became dependable for Joey; he joyfully anticipated them, devel oped trust in them, and so they became a world in which he could live fully.
In order to illuminate the process that took place in Joey's treatment, we have organized this case study into three phases, discussing particular clinical issues as they arose:
1. The telling and musical articulation of the client's story 2. The therapists' clinical decision to alter the story 3. The clinical determination that a new story be used
The Story
The basic story that Joey brought to the sessions was one that he had seen on videotape describing a magical land and encom passing many of the archetypal images inherent in fairy tales. The main characters in the story were the heroine, Lady Lovely Locks, a good and brave princess; magical beings called pixie tails, who lived in her hair; the evil Duchess Raven Waves, who was intent on cutting off Lady Lovely Locks' hair so she could take over the kingdom; and the princess's dog named Silky Pup.
Joey had watched the commercially available video, read the text to the accompanying coloring books countless times, and insisted on playing with Lady Lovely Locks dolls in what had been described as a "perseverative manner."
During the first five music therapy sessions, Joey shared the basic story, and its accompanying music unfolded in a collabora tive fashion. Michele encouraged Joey to narrate, and Alan impro vised music to reflect the emotional tone and story content. Joey's words were set to music as he spoke them.
Joey adapted the story to include events and places in his life, such as Patterson Village, where he lived as a child. He also included his own associations, especially through the female Silky Pup. He integrated personal themes from his past to create his own unique version of this video fantasy. His ability to distin guish between fantasy and reality enabled us to proceed without threatening his stability.
The following are the basic events of the story as Joey told it, with selected musical portions and dialogues found on Side B of the accompanying tape, narrated by Michele. The journey by train begins . . . The rhythmic pattern in the bass of the piano gives an aural representation of the train's power and movement, while the train whistle helps to enhance the story. The repetition of the melody allows Joey to live in and identify with lyric content as the harmony leads to unexpected places. He uses the zebra skin drum, which he calls the "furry" drum. It is his favorite and he insists on beating it, despite its lack of dynamic range-or perhaps because of this. She's tying a (blue) bow in her magical hair. In her magical, rainbow-colored hair.
The 3/4 meter and repeating bass tone help to create a gentle mood. Joey sings the ascending melodic sequence, which encourages an expansion of his vocal range. After singing, he seems to turn inward, losing his focus, but is engaged again by his interest in the music and the character. In a contrasting section, we work on fostering greater control and flexibility as he plays the drum and cymbal. washing the clothes feeding the pup taking care of business.
The call and response nature of the music allows Joey to lead. He corrects the therapists, insisting we repeat his lyrics accurately. He responds to the rock-like style with pleasure, moving energetically as the music is extended. Yeah. Then what?
The music is tender, almost melancholic, without a strong pulse or drive. The therapist waits for Joey to respond before completing the phrase. It is often difficult for him to live in this lyrical musical expression, difficult for him to be calm enough to let it enter him.
Joey had an easy rapport with both therapists from the begin ning; his passion for music and ongoing relationship with Alan no doubt helped to create this level of relatedness and trust.
The structural component of a mixed gender team had its own therapeutic benefit. It created the possibility for corrective emo tional experiences encompassing both limit setting and nurturing within the traditional model of an intact family unit. It was an opportunity for Joey to experience reliable, predictable, and safe adult figures.
Once the events of his adaptation of the story were known to us, Joey wanted Michele to tell the story. He was quite vigilant in monitoring the narration, correcting her if something was changed inadvertently. Despite this, by becoming the storyteller, Michele could dramatize significant aspects of the content and control the pace of the action. This change in roles increased the possibility for Joey to become more active musically.
Clinical Considerations Allowing Joey to bring the same story to his sessions each week gave him a sense of control-an important approach particularly when working with someone with a traumatized past. In some ways he displayed classic symptoms of an abused child-particu larly in his diminished depth of feeling. We saw his compulsion to retell the fantasy each week as an attempt to master unpleasant experiences through symbolic play, and we felt it necessary to address this material.
We met with Joey's drama therapist who was frustrated that he used the story in an isolating way in her sessions. She acknow ledged that music seemed to open up the story's therapeutic possibilities. As Alan improvised music to represent the charac ters and themes, an emotional, interactional element was intro duced that worked powerfully against Joey's chronic tendency to isolate himself.
We considered the symbolic significance of the characters and plot of Joey's story. However, we did not make concrete interpreta tions or attempt to bring interpretations to his conscious awareness.
Our decision was influenced by the fact that, despite his age, Joey functioned on an earlier developmental level, both emotion ally and intellectually. Child psychiatrist Dr. Richard Gardner (1975) supports the necessity of weaving therapy into the activity of play: "The child does not come to therapy motivated to gain insight into the psychodynamic processes which underlie his problems" (p. 47). The therapeutic experience-in this case, the musical interplay--became the substance of Joey's therapy and motivated him to become engaged with us.
By accepting his need to bring us the story of Lady Lovely Locks, and through a musical elaboration of it, we had built a relationship with Joey that then allowed for the next stage in the work.
Alteration of the Story
Our continuing use of the story raised many clinical questions. We had become concerned that Joey was using the Lady Lovely Locks dolls in a ritualistic, isolating fashion at home. Joey's mother urged his drama therapist to keep the dolls in her office to limit his contact with them, which she did. We were faced with a predicament. Could we continue to use the story without reinforc ing Joey's seemingly obsessive behavior about it? Should we refuse to dramatize this same story week after week, month after month? Was it enough to reflect and support the content of the story? Would the effects of the therapy be enhanced if we adapted and changed the content? In addition, how should we handle delicate material from his past?
We struggled over how directive we should be and examined our own countertransferential feelings of boredom in repeating the same story each week. Was it Joey's clinical need or our personal preference to make changes? We understood Joey's need to repeat the story asa way to feel safe. But what about the habitual nature in which he would insist that we repeat every component of the story in exactly the same way each week-down to the smallest detail?
The fact that we were two therapists working together helped us deal with these issues. We could explore personal reactions, discuss our concerns, and then take clinical direction. Over time, we had learned to trust each other in taking independent action in the sessions.
During the period of treatment beginning in December, we considered making small changes in the content of the story. We had already begun making musical changes within the now familiar songs, such asintentionally slowing a tempo, and encour aging Joey to respond by controlling his drum beating. Our cue that Joey was ready for change in the actual story came when we saw him begin making small changes himself He danced, varied the order of the story, and took more initiative. We then knew we could begin varying certain elements more actively.
In mid-December, during the ninth session, we wrote out the train route on the blackboard, leaving a question mark next to one of the stops. Joey rejected our attempt to "travel" to a new place.
At this time, Joey was beginning to sing more assertively as we encouraged greater vocal freedom. In the tenth session, Alan introduced a new component to the train ride, playfully modeling a more active vocal posture (complete with "New York" dialect) by calling out the train stops. Joey made a change by calling them out on his own in an uncharacteristically dynamic way, while enjoying Alan and identifying with him. Later, he led us back to the song. We continued cautiously, trying different ways of varying the story's content. By the twelfth session, the flexibility and pleasure Joey was showing led us to experiment with changing the words of a song. His immediate response to any previous change had always been, "No!" This time, when we changed the lyrics, we could tell that Joey was enjoying the playful intrusion of new ideas, even though he ultimately rejected the new lyrics. In the thirteenth session, we had the tram breaking down, causing Lady Lovely Locks back to travel to New York City! He entered immediately into this variation. Interestingly, Joey reminded us of this change in the story in the following session, confirming again that he was ready to accept variations.
In late March, during Session 21, Joey changed the story so that the Lady Lovely Locks character stayedin Patterson Village, where she was taken on a tour by Joey. (In this way, his fantasy character visited his past). This spontaneous change was facilitated by Michele's gentle questioning. Joey was intrigued and ultimately made the decision to vary the plot. He was beginning to use his imagination more freely in suggesting what the characters might do together. The improvised music supported the event-at first, with a quiet, open quality and later, with a more assertive declaration. The melody supports the declaration of the lyric by leaping past the tonic to the major second tone. The same tone helps to build the harmony of a major ninth chord. This adds a feeling of musical warmth and invitation. Michele responds to the song idea by adding the cymbal that emphasizes the word "stay" and pulls Joey into the experience by having him play it.
In January, we were notified of a mutual decision between Joey's mother and his drama therapist to eliminate the Lady Lovely Locks dolls from his life. We decided that our use of the story could serve as an important transition for Joey until he was emotionally ready to let go of the dolls.
Unexpected Stop
By the end of February, Session 17, the rapport between us was powerful enough to withstand some playful confrontation. Joey was busy checking on details of Michele's narration when Alan intervened, pointing out Joey's challenging behavior during a suspension of the story. In response, Joey declared, "I made a scheme." He seemed to enjoy Alan's direct yet playful admonish ment. The telling of the story became secondary to this unex pected interaction; a genuine exchange in which an aspect of Joey's own self came to the forefront.. At first, there is a driving, rythmic repetition of dissonant chords that celebrates Joey's mischievous assertiveness. The tension in the harmony adds to the excitement, encouraging Joey to bring all parts of himself more directly into the relationship.
Focus on a Them Concurrent with the new directions and interventions de scribed above, Joey began to elaborate on the section of the story where Silky Pup was chastised by Lady Lovely Locks. Our sense was that this was connected to his family history. He included in the Silky Pup scene the actual location of the sexual abuse and the devices used to threaten him.
As early as the fourth session, Joey had created a different scene where the dog had run out and gotten dirty again. Lady Lovely Locks had gotten angry, yelled at the pup, and then taken her inside to clean her up. The yelling, in subsequent sessions, had developed into spanking and had come to include carrying the dog down to the basement in an angry gesture-once, even throw ing her in the sink.
Although it was not clear whether or not Joey's grandfather physically abused him, threats were made to hurt him. Direct references to the sexual abuse never came up in Joey's story. However, his theme of feeling dirty was consistent with feelings of other children who have been abused.
Joey had surprised us in mid-December by asking to go through the scene "without any music." He had then acted out scolding and spanking the dog, during a stark contrasting silence. Joey seemed to enjoy identifying with the aggressor in his role of disciplinarian.
We were respectful of his unconscious need to elaborate on this material. Within the therapeutic musical relationship that had de veloped, he was able to m-experience the past as his own creation, to be both victim and aggressor, and to be master of all that occurred. He could thereby explore the material in the here-and now. Given his developmental level of functioning and his resis tance to direct verbal exploration, we did not question him about actual events in his life. We did not want to take him out of the powerful metaphor of the story.
In the sessions that followed, we encouraged Joey to bring himself fully into this Silky Pup scene, and we emphasized the emotional content with music. During several sessions, Joey played the drums aggressively during this scene.The music func tioned to connect his affect to the content, as the story unfolded.
In mid-March, during Session 19, Joey visited Lady Lovely Lock's castle in the story. He told us that Silky Pup was crying. As this was a spontaneous change, Alan decided to investigate a different aspect of the scene.He took on the role of the dog in order to amplify the feelings suggested by Joey. Alan sang, "Don't leave me, I'm sad and lonely." Joey quietly said, "Yes," in acknow ledgment of the feeling expressed in Alan's words and music. Joey then sang the part of the dog in a tender way. Later, he sang the role of Joey, a visitor to the Kingdom that day who, at first ignored Silky Pup and then showed more understanding and tolerance.
In the musical dialogue that occurred, time itself, in a sense, became suspended by the repetition of the ostinato minor chord pattern under a repeated melody. Nordoff (cited in Robbins & Forinash, 1991) describes this musical phenomenon: By ". . . tak ing the music out of physical time . . through repetition [one can provide] . a sense of duration [which] becomes a kind of musical substance for the child" (p. 49). Sensing Joey's unusually reflective, inward mood, we stepped aside from the telling of the story as he had come to know it. This gave him the personal time to delve deeply into his thoughts and feelings. Audio Excerpt #12: Don't Leave Me J:
Lady Lovely Locks. "Boy, is that puppy," she says as she turned to walk out, "You'll get no dinner tonight." Silky Pup is crying. The music creates a sense of poignancy. There is a change in register, and the pedal serves to sustain tones outside of the minor triad, creating dissonances. Joey grasps the musi cal structure and sings phrases in a sensitive way. The harmony changes to emphasize his tender expression. The emotional tone of the music seems to reflect accurately the sadness he describes.
Joey's mood, however, was soon dispelled when he asked, "Now what?," his habitual response to moments of transition, quiet, or tender emotion.
A New Story
Joey's flexibility and spontaneity were growing. By April, we sensed that he was losing interest in the Lady Lovely Locks story. The narrative scenesdid not seem to carry asmuch emotional weight for him as in the past. The train ride, which had always been an exciting feature, seemed to become more important than the story itself.
We also acknowledged to each other that we felt limited in using this fantasy. The themes embodied in the tale had some of the traditional elements of good and evil, tension and resolution. However, we felt there were elements lacking, elements that are present in the classical myths as described by Joseph Campbell (1949) and others.
The basic content of a myth " . . . is a magnification of the formula represented in the rites of passage: separation-initiation return.
" (Campbell, 1949, p. 30) . The hero departs from his home territory, confronts danger, has an encounter that changeshim in some way, is successful, and returns to his place of origin to use his new self with the power to help others. We considered incorpo rating some of these elements into the next phase of the therapy.
It had been four weeks since the Lady Lovely Locks dolls had been banned from Joey's life, and he seemed ready to move on. After much discussion and examination of the videotapes of the sessions, we decided to offer a different story, with Joey's creative input. It seemed to be the logical progression-to help him give up what had become habitual and to challenge him in a new way.
In As Alan improvises an open melody in the mixolydian mode, its ascending line draws Joey in, beckoning him to come along. As the word "new" is repeated, the music rises to a new harmonic center, creating a sense of movement. Alan's repe tition of the phrase and Joey's interest in strumming a small harp help him eventually accept this musical invitation. Joey's brief outburst of regret, "Oh, rats!" is answered with a strong, chordal contrasting phrase, urging him to accept this change, and he sings, "Oh, no, not the old place." Although Joey did resist the new experience, there seemed to be a feeling of anticipation for all of us as we sang the words. Once involved, Joey entered into the creative process and invented a new setting-the jungle-and several characters in this session.The story itself, however, was not completely spelled out. We had an oppor tunity to include what we considered to be important thematic material, introducing ideas for a story that Joey could help us shape.
We wanted the story, as it developed, to be relevant to Joey's life. We especially wanted to attribute characteristics to a male protagonist that were important for him to have: patience, focus, strength, and a willingness to venture out.
Joey's new story began to emerge:
The young man then sets out on a treacherous journey by mule to the jungle. He gets on the mule and, boy, does that mule move slowly! J:
[Plays temple blocks] M: It's not as fast as a train. It's not as fast as a plane. But the mule is very strong, and he can carry Bob and everything that he has in his pack.
The repeating half-steps in the bass always lead back to the same tone, helping to create in the music asense of the hero's struggle. Since sustaining a slow tempo is difficult for Joey, Michele provides a way to slow the music down via the "mule." Within the context of the story, Joey is much more tolerant of "traveling" slowly.
The young man arrives at his destination where he meets Zelda, the queen of the jungle.
Audio Excerpt #18: We're in the Jungle M: He walks right into the jungle. We're in the jun-gle
The repeating ostinato and melodic phrase, as well as chro matic tones, lend a sense of excitement and foreboding to the "arrival" in an exotic place. We encourage Joey to stand and play the conga; he does so with strength.
The young man is hailed as the town's hero by the mayor and townspeople.
Joey initiates the idea of a parade for the final section of the story. He plays the drum with strength in musical celebration of the hero's success.
Clinical Process
Within the jungle story, Joey took a more active role in the creative collaboration. We asked him to choose the setting and names of characters, and he helped develop lyrics and melodic ideas. In this way, Joey achieved a sense of ownership.
In order to focus on various themes we considered important, Alan composed some additional songs outside of the session. The music contained melodic phrases and harmonic changes that were unpredictable, posing a challenge to Joey's musical intelli gence.
Joey's enthusiasm grew each week as the story developed, and he began to identify with its hero. It is important to note that Joey added to our story the character of the lion cub, later deciding that the cub should return from the jungle to the zoo to be reunited with his parents. The cub's wish for an intact family poignantly paralleled Joey's, He requested that the jungle story be enacted each week, and he conveyed a genuine sense of wonder as the story unfolded. He did not insist on exact repetitions, as he had with the Lady Lovely Locks' story, and was more open to change. New songs and variations were created in each session, often by Joey, even as the basic plot remained the same.
At times, Joey would spontaneously act out a scene, such as climbing an imaginary tree. He took musical risks, such as learn ing a simple chord on the guitar and playing it with enthusiasm. He also showed an ability not only to tolerate calmer, more introspective music, but also to sing thoughtful songs in a con nected, musical way. Although there were times when he would request the Lady Lovely Locks fantasy, he could be redirected easily.
Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/musictherapy/article-abstract/12/2/58/2757102 by guest on 02 April 2019 Closure Joey's music therapy sessions ended before the summer. The following September when we started seeing him again, he walked in singing, "Dear Mr. Mayor." As the weeks passed, the jungle story became secondary to spontaneous songs about Joey's life at home and in school. He began to talk about his music therapy group, wanting to sing songs from that setting. At this point, he seemed more invested in group than in individual treatment, and we considered when we might terminate our therapy with him. It was a difficult decision for us. In December, we asked him what his reaction was to the idea. Joey stated that he was ready and decided that the date for his final individual session would be one month later.
Overview and Conclusion Throughout Joey's course of treatment, musical fantasy was the context through which we worked to address his needs. Initially, by accepting and elaborating upon his story musically, we hoped to transform Joey's internal world of imagination into an exter nally shared musical experience. In the second phase of treatment, it became clinically warranted for us to move from a less directive stance to a more directive one in which we offered a series of changes-challenges that Joey could not bring to himself. He began to show a new spontaneity and flexibility that led us to the third phase of therapy in which Joey could accept and, in fact, embrace a completely new musical story-one that gave him the opportunity to experience himself in a new way. Mills and Crowley (1974) write, They [children] do not try to figure out the story being presented; they simply enter into it with the full force of their imaginative powers. These imaginative powers are the critical substance of change and healing, once they are activated. The metaphor can act as flame to candle, igniting the child's imagination to its brightest valence of strength, self-knowledge, and transforma tion. (p. xxi)
As music therapists, we found that combining clinically di rected music with fantasy allowed us to enrich Joey's story affec tively and interact with him in the creative drama. Through music therapy, Joey eventually was able to approach these stories not as fixed ideas, but as potential activators. The process moved him from a position of rigidity and isolation to one of creative engage ment with others.
It was significant that Joey felt safe enough to engage in the creative process; it became a means of captivating him and pulling him into the moment completely. In one of his later sessions, Joey spontaneously asked Alan how Alan's life was and then shared that he felt good about his own life-by finishing the Lady Lovely Locks tale and moving on to the jungle story.
While Joey's disabilities led him to adapting a rigid stance in life-being stuck, in a sense, in physical time his ability to grow and live in emotional and creative time in music was a great gain.
